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C4D: Investigate causal attribution and contribution

What is it?

For most evaluations it is not enough to just gather and report data about activities and changes in conditions
(expected results) - there needs to be an investigation of the role of the intervention in producing these
results. This is needed for any outcome or impact evaluation and also for any evaluation that examines
effectiveness or ways to improve performance.

In evaluation, causal attribution and contribution refer to being able to be confident there is a causal link
between events – in particular between activities and results. The term ‘causal attribution’ refers to a direct
causal link. The term ‘causal contribution’ can be used to recognise multiple contributing factors that produce
results. The term ‘causal inference’ covers both of these.

There are three main strategies for exploring causal inference. These are outlined below. This video provides
an overview of the three main strategies.

Communication for Development (C4D) : 
C4D Hub: Compare results to a counterfactual (strategy 1)

Compares the observed results to an estimate of what have been the situation if the intervention had not been
implemented, often by creating or identifying a group of similar people who have not participated in a
program.

Communication for Development (C4D) : 
C4D Hub: Check the results support causal attribution (strategy 2)

Examines whether the data are consistent with the theory of change – in particular seeking out data
that doesn’t match (for example the timing of the change makes it not plausible that it was due to the
intervention).

Communication for Development (C4D) : 
C4D Hub: Investigate possible alternative explanations (strategy 3)

Identifies other possible explanations (for example, the activities of another program) and then investigates
whether these can be ruled out.

General information

A UNICEF Office of Research Methodological Brief on Strategies for Causal Attribution (by Patricia
Rogers) provides a good general overview of all three strategies. Another recommended general resource is
Impact Evaluation: A Guide for Managers Elliot Stern. The Rainbow Framework's cluster of tasks on
understanding causes also provides information on all three strategies. These resources are recommended
background reading/viewing before considering methods that could be applied to C4D.

Applying the C4D principles

https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lv3DJFBLqI
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-compare-results-counterfactual
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-check-results-support-causal
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-investigate-possible-alternative
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/tools-resources/overview-strategies-for-causal-attribution
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/tools-resources/impact-evaluation-guide-for-commissioners-managers
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/rainbow-framework/understand-causes


Holistic

When selecting from strategies consider:

Strategies to create a counterfactual (strategy 1) are often not suitable because they distort how the
intervention might work in the 'real world' contexts. Strategies to check the results support
causal attribution are more sensitive to context and interconnections.
Strategies for investigating possible alternative explanations (strategy 3) are important for challenging
and problematising assumptions as part of a holistic approach.

Complexity

To understand the causal contribution it is important to also understand the contributions of other programs
and contextual factors. Strategies to investigate this must be in the evaluation design.

Learning-based

The learning needs may determine which combination of strategies will be most useful. While designs
creating a counterfactual (strategy 1) are best in situations where strong hypotheses (theories) are known and
need to be tested and proven, they are not as well suited in more exploratory situations. A combination of
Strategy 2: 'Check the results support causal attribution' and Strategy 3: 'Investigate possible alternative
explanations' can be used where there is a need to learn about and better understand causes and changes.

Critical

It is important to pay attention to the different ways that C4D initiatives affect different groups.
Counterfactual-based designs (strategy 1) can show differences experienced by different groups through data
disaggregations (looking at different variables). However, mechanisms to create comparison groups (such as
incentives) may disguise power differences. Critical reflection on power dynamics and inclusion might
therefore make Strategy 2: Check the results support causal attribution and Strategy 3: Investigate possible
alternative explanations better methods.

Accountable

A central question in RM&E from an accountability perspective is 'what has been the impact (or
contribution) of C4D to observed changes'. Answering this question rigorously requires selecting carefully
from three causal analysis strategies.

Realistic

Feasibility and availability of expertise might be factors when deciding on methods for investigating causes.
Experimental and quasi-experimental designs (strategy 1) don’t necessarily take more time and resources, but
they do depend on a number of practical factors including: upfront investment in planning and design; and
the ability to plan the C4D intervention around the needs of the experiment. Where these things are not
possible, it might be more pragmatic to use Strategy 2: Check the results support causal attribution and
Strategy 3: Investigate possible alternative explanations (strategy 3).

Recommended methods and adaptations for C4D

Casual Contribution and C4D



In C4D it is often more useful to think about investigating 'causal contribution', rather than 'causal
attribution'. Thinking in term causal contribution recognises that multiple factors contribute to changes.
In UNICEF, for example, C4D and Program teams are often interested in investigating the contribution
of C4D components of programs to the outcomes and impacts that are observed.

Selecting Strategies for Investigating Causal Contribution in C4D

There are three broad strategies for answering causal questions and C4D R,M&E might use a
combination of these.

Communication for Development (C4D) : 
C4D Hub: Compare results to a counterfactual (strategy 1)

An estimate of what would have happened in the absence of a program.

While designs that include counterfactual are considered by some to be the 'gold standard', for many
C4D initiatives a credible counterfactual will not be possible. This is especially the case in programs
where participants are volunteers or are specially selected for participation, and for national level
programs. In these cases you will need to use the other two strategies (often in combination) for causal
inference.

If you don't have, or can't create, a credible counterfactual...

Communication for Development (C4D) : 
C4D Hub: Check the results support causal attribution (strategy 2)

Look systematically at whether the evidence is consistent with what would be expected if the
intervention was producing the observed changes.

Communication for Development (C4D) : 
C4D Hub: Investigate possible alternative explanations (strategy 3)

Identify possible alternative explanations and investigate whether these can be ruled out.

C4D Hub: Compare results to a counterfactual (strategy 1)

One of the ways of understanding causes is to compare the observed results to those you would expect if the
intervention had not been implemented. This is known as the 'counterfactual'.

There are three broad methods for creating a counterfactual. These are:

Experimental designs (also known as Randomised Control Trials);
Quasi-experimental designs (non-randomised control group);
Non-experimental methods for creating a counterfactual.

Experimental and quasi-experimental designs are usually used in evaluation when there is a need to prove
that an intervention works, for example, in order to justify more investment or scale-up. It is less suitable as a

https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-compare-results-counterfactual
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-check-results-support-causal
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-investigate-possible-alternative
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-compare-results-counterfactual


method to explore what might work. Further, it is important to note that not all situations lend themselves to
using experimental and quasi-experimental designs (discussed further below). 

General information

The BetterEvaluation Website includes comprehensive resources and overviews of the three methods
(experimental designs, quasi-experimental designs, and non-experimental methods). Other key, generalist
resources include:

Resources on Randomised Control Trials by UNICEF Office of Research Innocenti, including a short
video 
Resources on Quasi Experimental Design by the UNICEF Office of Research Innocenti 
Resources and toolkits via 3ie (International Initiative for Impact Evaluation) - note that impact
evaluation in this context is used as interchangeable with experimental designs. 
A guide by JPAL (Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab), which takes users through the steps of deciding if
a question can be answered through an experimental design and randomisation, through to research
designs, data collection and analysis. 

These pages are recommended background reading before considering methods that could be applied to C4D.

Counterfactuals and C4D - Applying the C4D principles

 Complex

M&E Frameworks/Evaluations that include counterfactuals in the design are rare in C4D. Counterfactuals
can be useful for explaining fairly linear cause and effect relationships, repeating patterns and
interdependencies across the social system. On the other hand, the following factors make it particularly
difficult:

Counterfactuals for evaluation generally need to be built into the design of the initiative before
implementation begins. The design of the initiative will be significantly influenced by the needs of a
counterfactual, especially if randomisation is used. In particular, most Counterfactual Designs require
standardised implementation and are not appropriate where adaptive and emergent approaches to C4D
are used.
Some initiatives, by their nature, are inappropriate for counterfactual designs. This is particularly the
case for complicated and complex types of initiatives. 

Participatory 

Although counterfactual designs are generally not associated with participatory approaches, if the
stakeholders (especially key users) decide that counterfactual designs are useful for the purpose, these groups
could be involved in decision making about the design. 

Critical 

One of the strengths of a randomised control trial is that differences and inequities should become apparent
through data disaggregations. However, mechanisms to create comparison groups (such as incentives) may
disguise how power and marginalisation affect real-world interventions and lead to misleading results.
Further, these types of designs require high levels of expertise and top-down management, which may
exclude certain groups from participating in the R,M&E processes.

http://www.unicef-irc.org/KM/IE/impact_7.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy7qpJeozec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy7qpJeozec
http://www.unicef-irc.org/KM/IE/impact_8.php
https://www.3ieimpact.org/resources
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/research-resources/introduction-evaluations


Critical reflection on power dynamics and inclusion might therefore suggest 

Strategy 2: Check the results support causal attribution and
Strategy 3: Investigate possible alternative explanations 

Realistic 

While experimental and quasi-experimental designs may not necessarily require more investment of time and
resources, they do depend on a number of practical factors. Feasibility is dependent on: significant
investment in planning and design upfront; and the ability to plan the intervention around the needs of the
experimental/quasi-experimental design.  

Holistic

Experimental and quasi-experimental designs often use artificial mechanisms to create comparison groups.
This might include incentives to participate, the selection of participants based on specific criteria, or
additional interventions to control for other variables. These factors may distort how the intervention might
work in the 'real world'. In addition, it is important even in experimental and quasi-experimental designs to
undertake some additional data collection to build a holistic understanding of causes, even when the statistics
appear conclusive.

C4D and Experimental designs

There are examples of Experimental Designs using Randomised Control Trials (RCTs) in C4D. Although
randomization is usually done at individual participant level, it is also possible to randomise larger clusters or
groups such as villages, listenership or dialogue groups, schools etc.

Resources and examples

BBC Media action has published a review of the use of RCTs and other experimental and quasi-
experimental designs with a counterfactual in the field of media and communication for development.
It includes examples of using radio listening groups for a comparison of exposed and counterfactual
groups. See 
Femina HIP, a Tanzanian C4D NGO, partnered with researchers to implement a RCT design of an
edutainment TV program . The television program was intended to encourage entrepreneurialism
among youth. The quasi-experimental design involved randomly selecting 43 secondary schools, and
using encouragement design to incentivise viewing of the TV program by students at half the schools.
Importantly, the researchers also conducted focus group discussions. The focus group discussions
revealed that young people don't always have the power within the household to choose what they
watch. This means that even though the results of the RCT showed that viewing the TV program lead
to increases in entrepreneurial attitudes and behaviours, young people only had access to the TV
content because of the incentives offered. This shows the importance of using different methods to
understand contextual factors, even when using RCTs.  
An RCT on a civic education program and the impact on voter behaviour by Search for Common
Ground with Jpal in Sierra Leone. 
Delaying Child Marriage through Community-Based Skills-Development Programs for Girls: Results
from a Randomized Controlled Study in Rural Bangladesh assesses the impact of the Bangladeshi
Association for Life Skills, Income, and Knowledge for Adolescents (BALIKA) programme by
performing a difference-in-differences (DiD) analysis adjusting for three key sociodemographic
characteristics: age, religion, and wealth quintile.

https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-check-results-support-causal
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-investigate-possible-alternative
https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/rmhttp/mediaaction/pdf/Democracy_gov_working_paper_4.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/345382894_Teaching_Through_Television_Experimental_Evidence_on_Entrepreneurship_Education_in_Tanzania
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/345382894_Teaching_Through_Television_Experimental_Evidence_on_Entrepreneurship_Education_in_Tanzania
https://www.sfcg.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Impact-of-Voter-knowledge-Initiatives-in-Sierra-Leone.pdf
http://www.popcouncil.org/uploads/pdfs/2016PGY_BALIKA_EndlineReport.pdf
http://www.popcouncil.org/uploads/pdfs/2016PGY_BALIKA_EndlineReport.pdf


Encouraging community-based monitoring of healthcare in Uganda is a case study by Jpal which
shows how an RCT design can be applied to assess participatory approaches. In this case, the unit is
the village. 25 village dispensaries were randomly selected to begin community monitoring processes,
with 25 other dispensaries used as the control (no treatment).  

C4D and Quasi-experimental designs

Quasi-experimental designs are in some ways more feasible since the counterfactual for comparison is
created through options such as matched comparisons and double-difference designs.

Resources and examples   

BBC Media action has published a review of the use of RCTs and other experimental and quasi-
experimental designs with a counterfactual in the field of media and communication for development.
It includes examples of using radio listening groups for a comparison of exposed and counterfactual
groups. See 

C4D and Non-experimental methods

Non-experimental methods are the easiest, but also the least credible, of the three options, since it is based on
developing a hypothetical prediction of what would have happened in the absence of the intervention. This
can be as simple as asking key informants to predict what would have happened in the absence of the C4D
initiative(s).

C4D Hub: Check the results support causal attribution (strategy 2)

Checking the consistency of results means analysing data in systematic ways to check the extent to which it
matches what would be expected if it has worked, in order to understand whether a causal relationship exists
between variables.

This may involve specific and additional data collection (e.g. key informant attribution) or analysis of
existing or descriptive data (e.g. checking exposure/intensity patterns, checking the timing of outcomes,
comparative case studies). Having a strong logic model or program theory is a foundation for most methods.
It is advisable to use this strategy in combination with Investigate possible alternative explanations (strategy
3), and in this way seek to understand the intervention's contribution in the context of other contributing
factors.

It is recommended that you look over the full list of methods for checking the consistency of results before
considering methods that may be applied to C4D.

Applying the C4D principles and checking the consistency of results

Complex

In general, the methods outlined under this strategy are good methods for answering causal questions about
C4D, since it is possible to use a combination of methods in complicated and complex C4D initiatives. It is
best to use this in combination with strategies to rule out possible alternative explanations. In checking the
consistency of results, it is important to be attuned to feedback loops (where one or more factors reinforce

https://www.povertyactionlab.org/sites/default/files/resources/RevisedCase1_CommunityMonitoringUganda.pdf
https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/rmhttp/mediaaction/pdf/democracy-governance-research-report.pdf
https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/rmhttp/mediaaction/pdf/democracy-governance-research-report.pdf
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-check-results-support-causal
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/define/develop-program-theory-or-logic-model
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-investigate-possible-alternative
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-investigate-possible-alternative
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/rainbow-framework/understand-causes/check-results-are-consistent-causal-contribution
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-investigate-possible-alternative


changes in each other), tipping points (where at some point one, perhaps minor thing builds on cumulative
factors over time to create significant change) and other non-linear, complex interactions.

Holistic 

This option is more sensitive to context and interconnections than counterfactual options

Participatory

Several options can be adapted to be more inclusive, engaging and contribute to mutual learning. One option
that is explicitly participatory is Collaborative Outcomes Reporting which maps data against the theory of
change, and then uses a combination of expert review and community consultation to check the credibility of
the evidence

Learning-based

This option is useful for developing better understandings of causes and changes. (In comparison, 
counterfactual designs are better for situations where strong hypotheses (theories) are known and need to be
tested and proven).

Realistic

There are many practical and feasible options for checking to see that the evidence supports conclusions
about attribution or contribution by the C4D intervention to the observed changes. Even very modest R,M&E
Frameworks and studies could include these options to greatly improve the ability to make clear, evidence-
based causal inference

Recommended methods and adaptations for C4D

A combination of strategies is usually advisable.

Check dose-response patterns

This involves examining the link between 'dose' (or intensity of engagement) and response to see whether the
program caused the outcome. In C4D this could look at whether the amount of engagement in the
communication activities (exposure to videos, frequency of participation in events etc.) corresponds with the
level of changes in variables (such as increases in knowledge, empowerment etc.). This could also involve
checking if there has been an increase in the particular issues covered in the communication activities and not
in other similar issues (for example, increases in specific types of violence or behaviours covered compared
to issues not covered).

It is useful to think about the following principles in the C4D Evaluation Framework:

complexity: relying on dose patterns alone can assume linear (simple cause-effect) relationships
between exposure and changes. While this approach may provide some interesting insights, it is good
to combine it with other options, and explore the possibilities of feedback-loops, tipping-points and
other complex interactions of factors. 

Check timing of outcomes

Check that the timing of actual changes makes sense in terms of the timing of interventions. In C4D this
could be checking to see whether the timing of changes in attendance at health clinics or community-led

https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/tools-resources/collaborative-outcome-reporting-technique-cort
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-compare-results-counterfactual
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/methods-approaches/methods/check-dose-response-patterns
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/complexity
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/methods-approaches/methods/check-timing-outcomes


actions is consistent with timing of engagement in communication activities. 

It is useful for think about the following principles in the C4D Evaluation Framework:

complexity: relying on timing of outcomes alone can assume linear relationships between exposure and
changes. Social and behaviour changes are often long-term, incremental changes, reliant on a
conducive context, rather than immediate and obvious change. This method can provide interesting
insights, but should usually be combined with other lines of investigation.   

Key informant interviews

Key informants are asked about the causes of change and whether this is linked to program activities through
qualitative causal narratives.

It is useful for think about the following principles in the C4D Evaluation Framework:

holistic: there is a risk with this method that participants will give the answers they think you want. To
avoid this bias, start with open-ended qualitative exploration of what participants say led to the
changes, rather than testing if the communication activities caused the changes.

Examples

UNICEF Vietnam National Program for Child Protection M&E Plans Framework 

The UNICEF Vietnam Country Office with their government counterparts developed a M&E plan that
included causal analysis strategies through checking the consistency of evidence.

UNICEF Tanzania Country Office, causal analysis of the Shuga Radio program's contribution to
HIV/AIDS outcomes

The UNICEF Tanzania Country Office undertook causal analysis of the Shuga Radio program's
contribution to HIV/AIDS outcomes through checking the consistency of evidence and ruling out
possible alternative explanations. This example is consistent with the C4D Evaluation in the following
ways:
complexity: multiple lines of enquiry were used to come to some conclusions about causes. Multiple
possible causes were identified, and each may have some contribution.

Resources

Contribution analysis

Contribution analysis is an evaluation approach that provides a systematic way of understanding an
intervention's contribution to observed outcomes or impacts.

Contribution analysis: An approach to exploring cause and effect

This brief from the Institutional Learning and Change Initiative (ILAC) explores contribution analysis
and how it can be used to provide credible assessments of cause and effect.

https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/complexity
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/methods-approaches/methods/key-informant-interviews
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/holistic
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/tools-resources/unicef-vietnam-national-program-for-child-protection-me-plans-framework
http://www.comminit.com/communicating_children/content/shuga-engaging-tanzanian-young-people-hiv-prevention-through-edutainment-radio-final-rep
http://www.comminit.com/communicating_children/content/shuga-engaging-tanzanian-young-people-hiv-prevention-through-edutainment-radio-final-rep
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/methods-approaches/approaches/contribution-analysis
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/tools-resources/contribution-analysis-approach-exploring-cause-effect


C4D Hub: Investigate possible alternative explanations (strategy 3)

This strategy involves looking at the evidence at hand, and systematically identifying other possible causes of
changes (such as other programs, external political and social changes etc.), and then investigating the extent
to which they contributed the change.

Often there are multiple causes for any given change, so this process is also about understanding the relative
contribution of multiple factors. It is useful to have a strong program theory or logic model, and use this to
think about alternative explanations at each level of the change theory. This strategy is best used in
combination with strategies to check the consistency of evidence, and in this way offers a way to engage in
credible causal analysis without a counterfactual. 

There are many methods for identifying and ruling out other possible explanations.

Ruling out possible alternative explanations and applying the C4D
principles

Complex

Using this strategy is important in complicated and complex situations. It is almost a given in C4D that social
and behavioural changes will have multiple causes, some of which may be predictable, and others which
won't be. Because of this, this strategy may not so much be about 'ruling out' alternative explanations, but
instead making a judgement about the extent of the contribution of a C4D initiative in the context of
identified multiple causes

Holistic

Some openness to challenging and problematising assumptions and being surprised by findings is important
when undertaking this task

Participatory

A participatory approach to draw on a range of different perspectives and knowledge would strengthen the
findings from this task.

Realistic

There are many practical and feasible options for investigating alternative explanations. Even very modest
R,M&E Frameworks and studies could include these options to greatly improve the ability to make clear,
evidence-based causal inference

Recommended methods and adaptations for C4D

A combination of strategies is usually advisable

General Elimination Methodology

https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-investigate-possible-alternative
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/define/develop-program-theory-or-logic-model
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/tasks/understand-causes/investigate-causal-attribution-contribution/c4d-hub-check-results-support-causal
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/rainbow-framework/understand-causes/investigate-possible-alternative-explanations
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/methods-approaches/methods/general-elimination-methodology


A process of identifying alternative explanations and then systematically investigating them to see if they can
be ruled out. A range of different, open-ended methods can be used to investigate alternative explanations. It
is consistent with the C4D Evaluation Framework in the following ways:

realistic: the methods for elimination and investigation should be flexible and pragmatic
holistic: the process ensures a holistic understanding of changes and contexts, and not just cherry-
picking evidence that supports the theories
participatory: with flexibility and creativity, this process could be adapted to include stakeholders and
communities in brainstorming alternative explanations and investigations.

Key informant interviews

Key informant interviews with experts and community members to identify possible explanations for change,
and to assess whether these explanations can be ruled out. It is consistent with the C4D Evaluation
Framework in the following ways:

holistic: the process ensures a holistic understanding of changes and contexts, and not just cherry-
picking evidence that supports the theories
participatory: this process ensures that a range of different perspectives are included. 

Process tracing

Going through each stage of the theory of change and considering whether there are plausible alternative
explanations at each step. It is consistent with the C4D Evaluation Framework in the following ways:

realistic: this is a relatively simple and pragmatic process that can easily be added to a combination of
other options.
participatory: with flexibility and creativity, this process could be adapted to include stakeholders and
communities.

Searching for disconfirming evidence/following up exceptions

There are usually outlying cases in any data, that stand out as not following the pattern (both positive outliers
and negative outliers). These exceptions can give potential clues about causal factors. Similarly, further
investigations into cases that seem to disconfirm the theory and trying to explain can yield important insights
about causal mechanisms and contexts. It is consistent with the C4D Evaluation Framework in the following
ways:  

complex: this process is consistent with complexity theories since it recognises that the same factors
and conditions affect different people in different ways, and seeks to use that to learn and adapt.

Resources

Contribution analysis - Social science methods series

This paper, written by Franca Eirich and Anita Morrison for the Scottish Government, provides
detailed guidance on contribution analysis and its use in Scottish settings.

Examples

UNICEF Vietnam National Program for Child Protection M&E Plans Framework 

https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/realistic
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/holistic
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/participatory
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/methods-approaches/methods/key-informant-interviews
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/holistic
https://beval:evaluate-better@www.betterevaluation.org/frameworks-guides/communication-for-development/principles/participatory
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The UNICEF Vietnam Country Office with their government counterparts developed a M&E plan that
included causal analysis strategies through checking the consistency of evidence.


